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What is Bipolar Disorder?
l A recurrent and chronic
affective disorder, marked by
alternating periods of abnormal
mood elevation and depression .
l Different symptoms during
these episodes.
l Throughout the course of the
disease, depression episodes
accounted for 72% of the
duration of the illness, and it
also takes a longer time to
remission
l A lifetime prevalence of about 1%
to 3% in the general population.
The sixth leading cause of disability
worldwide, the risk of suicide is
high.

Fig. 1: Bipolar disorder symptoms
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Treatment and challenges
Treatment
l Manic episode：Mood Stabilizer (MS) and/or Antipsychotics (AP) are effective for acute manic episode.
l Depression episode；The use of antidepressants (AD) is controversial, control the symptoms of
depression or trigger a manic episode? Should we use the AD for bipolar depression or not?
Challenge 1 : Guidelines vs. Clinical prescriptions

l The International Society for Bipolar Disorders (ISBD)
expert consensus statement discourages the use of
antidepressant mono-therapy for the treatment of
acute bipolar depression.
l In the practice, the AD is most commonly used
treatment for bipolar depression, even AD monotherapy.

Treatment and challenges
Challenge 2: Incongruity of previous Literature

Should Real World Study (RWS) using the OHDSI network provide valuable
information, whether AD could be used?

Objective
1.

A large-scale observational study was conducted including 4 databases around world to
investigate the treatment patterns of bipolar depression and the risk of manic switch with
antidepressants.

2.

It is also questionable whether the concurrent treatment with mood stabilizers and atypical
antipsychotics may reduce the risk.

Methods: Cohort
Study Population
l Patients with diagnosis of bipolar disorder
current episode depression;
l Patients
has
current
antidepressants
prescription and bipolar disorder diagnosis in
the past.
l The patients who had concurrent diagnosis or
history of schizophrenia, psychotic disorders,
dementia, neurodegenerative disease, or
psychiatric disorders due to substances were
excluded.
l Cohorts was defined using the ATLAS
developed by OHDSI

Fig. 2: Define Cohorts using the ATLAS

Methods: Cohort
Drug Exposure
l The use of antidepressant (AD) Mood
stabilizer
(MS)
or
atypical
antipsychotics (AP) were included as
concurrent treatments;
l patients
were
divided
into
antidepressant (AD) or Non-AD group.
AD group was further stratified as
antidepressant
concurrent
with
antipsychotic or mood stabilizer (ADcon) group or antidepressant monotherapy (AD-mono) group.

Outcome

l The first Hypomania or mania diagnosis
after prescriptions of AD is counted as
the outcome.
l 0-3 months after AD : acute phase
l 3-9 months after AD: maintenance
phase

Fig. 3: Flow diagram of patient selection

Methods: Cohort
Events, Washout Period & Observation Period
•
•
•
•
•

Washout Period：6 months prior
Index Event：first diagnosis of bipolar depression
Drug Exposure：7 days after the index date to be considered as
exposure to drugs
Observation Period：24 months after index event
Outcome Event：diagnosis of mania or hypomania
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Methods: Data Source
Data Source
IQVIA Open
Claims
IQVIA Hospital
Charge Data
Master
IQVIA Disease
Analyzer
Germany

Abbr.

Description

Population,
(millions )
Open Claims Pre-adjudicated claims at the anonymized patient level collected from office-based 736.3
physicians and specialists via office management software and clearinghouse switch
sources for the purpose of reimbursement.

Hospital CDM Anonymized patient level data sourced from hospital charge data masters (CDM) and 87.9
collected from short-term, acute-care and non-federal hospitals.

DA Germany Disease Analyzer (DA) Germany database consists of data collected from physician 37.6
and medical centers for all ages. Mostly primary care physician data, some data from
specialty practices (where practices are electronically connected to each other) and
some lab data is included. Key attributes include demographics, prescriptions,
diagnosis, lab measurements, actions (e.g. referrals, sick notes).

IQVIA Disease
Analyzer
France

DA France

Disease Analyzer (DA) France database consists of data collected from physician and 7.2
medical centers for all ages. General practice data is included. Key attributes include
demographics, prescriptions, diagnosis, lab measurements, procedures.

Beijing Anding
Hospital

BJ Anding

Anonymized electronic health records from Electronic Medical (EMR), Laboratory 0.3
Information System (LIS) and Hospital Information System (HIS). Psychiatric data is
included, including populations with mental disorders.

Tab.1: Description of Data Source

Results: Population
A total of 2,815,075 patients around the world
were included in the analysis.
Databases

Population

Age

Male (%)

Open Claims

2,646,941

40.6±16.2

33.2%

Hospital CDM

151,721

44.9±15.8

31.1%

DA Germany

6,465

51.0±16.0

38.7%

DA France

2,885

51.6±15.1

34.5%

Beijing Anding
Hospital

7,063

38.42±15.8

41.8%

Tab. 2: Descriptive Characteristics of Patients with Bipolar Depression

Fig.5: Histogram of Age Distribution

Results：Treatment Pattern

Open Claims
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Fig. 6: Treatment pathways for all data sources. The inner circle shows the first
relevant medication that the patient took, the second circle shows the second
medication, and so forth.

Databases

AD

AD Mono

Open
Claims

72.1%

28.9%

Hospital
CDM

72.1%

23.8%

DA
Germany

76.6%

46.9%

DA France

77.2%

26.2%

BJ Anding

77.9%

19.6%

Tab. 3: AD prescription for patients of bipolar depression.

Results：outcome
Rate of mania switch
AD vs. Non-AD：

Tab. 4: In acute and maintenance phases, incidence rates of manic switch
were lower in AD group than Non-AD group in the bases of Open Claims
and Hospital CDM.

AD-Mono vs. AD-Con

Tab. 5: In acute phases, incidence rates of manic switch were lower in ADMono group than AD-Con group in the bases of Open Claims, Hospital
CDM and Beijing Anding Hospital; In maintenance phases, incidence rates
of manic switch were lower in AD-Mono group than AD-Con group in the
bases of Open Claims and Hospital CDM.

Conclusion & Discussion
l ADs had been widely used in clinical practice to treat bipolar depression, even as initial treatment.
l Patients receiving antidepressant therapy, whether alone or in combination with mood stabilizers or
atypical antipsychotics, had no higher risk of manic switch than patients receiving only mood stabilizers or
antipsychotics.
l A plausible explanation for the results is that there might be differences in the severity of the disease
between AD group and non-AD group.
l Besides，many mood stabilizers and second-generation antipsychotics may have side effects hard to
tolerate, which may jeopardize the medication compliance and expected response. the treatment options
are made based on the proper assessment of the patient's condition, antidepressants could be used as a
safe and effective alternative treatment for bipolar depression and be recommended as first-line
treatment.

Discussion
Strengths:
l Large sample size and data from five administrative claim and EMR databases with long follow-up of over
2 years better represented real-world practice.
l The OMOP CDM unifies data from heterogeneous data sources with respect to terminologies and overall
structure, allowing us to incorporate data from multiple health care systems around the world into our
analysis.

Limitations:
l Propensity score was limited to control potential bias. (no survey data )
l sample sizes and representativeness may vary across different databases.
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